
InterGalactic Art
Hello Intergalactic Mums and Dads! 

This week in Intergalactic Art we explored the fun of centrifugal force - yes, there IS fun to 
be had in physics! Rather than spending too much time on the concept (i.e. the apparent 
force that draws a rotating body away from the center of rotation!), we chatted a bit 
about it and then got to work to create some wonderful athletics of spirals. We started 
the class with a space puzzle and spent some time making  
intricate spiral patterns with a Spirograph. I am guessing some of you had a Spirograph at 
one stage! We also tested our knowledge of the solar system with a quiz. The children 
remembered what they had learned before, which was fab! Our new students were open-mouthed 
studying the large bottles of paint and art materials in front of them, so I knew it was time to 
get stuck into some hands-on creative fun! 

Then came the anticipated Spirographic centrifugal force painting. We set up a pyramid and 
hung some sauce bottles (full of paint - not ketchup!) from the top.  Everybody took their turn 
and I must say much excitement and artsy frivolity ensued! They all eagerly swung the bottle, 
creating amazing circular and spiral patterns, and then we changed colours. Then came out the 
glitter!!! Oh yes - we were all in agreement that every Galaxy needs a bit of glitter, and glitter 
is probably the material of choice for our alien friends.  

I think you will see from the pics that this simple technique makes some beautiful galactic 
patterns. The children have been told that this is an experiment 'not to be tried at home', but 
you might want to hide your sauce bottles for the next week or so!  

See you all next week for more galactic adventures! 

Adam 


